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Key Takeaways

• The federal CDO community will have an important role in many of the recommended actions requiring coordination with OMB, ICSP, other federal councils, the NSDS, and amongst the CDOs.

• As managers of federal data, CDOs will have new responsibilities in appropriate sharing of data and the knowledge about those data assets to be shared in the NSDS.

• The practices for identifying access eligibility for sensitive data will be critical to the success of the NSDS and getting support of the full CDO community.

• The diversity of data knowledge domains is a challenge for creating data standards, requiring extensive coordination with stakeholders within each domain.
Future Engagement

Expert Group Discussion

• As OMB develops guidance the CDO community is poised to assist in development of that guidance and strategies for implementation of Title 2 guidance, especially as it relates to proper establishment of an NSDS.

• The federal CDOs must work with appropriate state, local, tribal, and other stakeholder groups, in concert with the NSDS, as we develop necessary data standards and standard processes.

• The pilots will require CDO engagement to ensure that the data used are properly documented with comprehensive descriptions of the data being shared, including appropriate uses.
Summing It Up

Expert Group Discussion

(Cautious) Optimism